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Excerpt from Hill Birds of Scotland IT must ever be the case that those birds living their quiet lives on the remote and
inaccessible hillsides take from their surroundings a certain charm and distinction.

Common buzzard Buteo buteo The buzzard is the most common bird of prey in UK. Its large size wingspan of
over a metre distinguishes it from other hawks, however it is considerably smaller than an eagle, with which it
is often confused. The buzzard is a slow flier and unlikely Golden eagle Aquila chrysaetos A huge bird of
prey, with only the white-tailed eagle larger in the UK. With its long broad wings and longish tail, it has a
different outline to the smaller buzzard. Once predating free-range fowl, earning its present name, its effect on
the number of grouse available to shoot is the cause of modern conflict and threatens its survival in some parts
Kestrel Falco tinnunculus A familiar sight with its pointed wings and long tail, hovering beside a roadside
verge. Numbers of kestrels declined in the s, probably as a result of changes in farming and so it is included on
the Amber List. They have adapted readily to man-made e It has broad and short pointed wings and is
extremely agile. Its outline is like a small kestrel. An adult male has grey-blue upper parts with a dark bar at
the tip of tail and a speckled tan breast Osprey Pandion haliaetus A long winged fishing bird of prey with a
distinctive reverse W-shaped outline. The osprey has light underparts and dark patches midway up the wings.
Both males and females look the same, but the latter are larger. Once they have paired up and the fema
Peregrine falcon Falco peregrinus The peregrine falcon is known for its hunting speed, which after gaining
height can reach up to mph. It is also a swift and agile bird, adep Red kite Milvus milvus Red kites are easily
identified by their large size wingspan of almost 2m , reddish-brown colourings and deeply forked tail. A
successful re-introduction programme has resulted in the birds becoming increasingly common in the Black
Isle near Inverness Short-eared owl Asio flammeus These medium-sized owls can be found in most parts of
Scotland, except Shetland. Short-eared owls hunt by day, preferring open country, such as wetlands, moorland
and sand dunes where their prey of small mammals is most abundant. They nest on the ground i White tailed
eagle sea eagle Haliaeetus albicilla Also known as the sea-eagle, the white-tailed eagle is the largest bird of
prey in the UK and the fourth largest eagle in the world. Its wingspan can be almost 2. Hunted to extinction in
the Long Eared Owl Asio otus The long-eared owl is medium-sized owl, smaller in size than a woodpigeon. It
often looks long and thin, with head feathers known as ear tufts even though they are not ears which it raises
when alarmed. It is buff-brown with darker brown streaks, and Barn owl Tyto alba With heart shaped face,
buff back and wings and pure white under parts the barn owl is a distinctive and much loved countryside bird.
Widely distributed across the UK, and indeed the world, the bird has suffered declines over the past fifty years
as a Goshawk Accipiter gentilis A large hawk, almost reaching buzzard size. When seen close to it has a fierce
expression with bright red eyes and a distinctive white eyebrow. Its broad wings enable it to hunt at high
speed, weaving in and out of trees, and its long legs and talons Tawny Owl Strix aluco The tawny owl is an
owl the size of a pigeon. It has a rounded body and head, with a ring of dark feathers around its face
surrounding the dark eyes. It is mainly reddish brown above and paler underneath. It is a widespread breeding
species in England,
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We exhibit in some of the same exhibitions and galleries and not often enough we go sketching together. Last
time we sketched at the top of Dundee Law but it was cold up there and we retreated quickly to a pub. This
time the weather was lovely and we had a long ramble followed by a bit more sketching. In his books he often
mentions his Dundee childhood on the edge of Balgay Hill and cemetery with views to the River Tay, autumn
geese overhead, spring skylarks song-flighting from surrounding fields. Although the skylark fields are long
built over, Balgay Hill is still a place of nature. Travel was by train from my home in Burntisland, changing at
Kirkcaldy. Total journey time a little over an hour. Tide was low and four seals pretended to be bananas out on
a sand bank. On another temporary island were gulls common, herring, black-headed and a preening
cormorant. Down at the river edge a curlew waded the temporarily revealed mud. Also the sad tale of a
humpback whale which visited Dundee in Soon after passing under the Tay Bridge turn right across road then
playing fields a hundred or more starlings were foraging the grass here and across the Dundee-Perth railway
line via this footbridge. We discussed work then gathered sketching stuff and headed to Balgay. The Hill and
cemetery are two side by side lowly rounded hills, all part of the same maturely wooded Balgay landscape.
The sun was out and birdlife was in full voice. Three or more great spotted woodpecker s were particularly
obvious by their song, high in the trees around us as we walked up the hill to the Observatory summit. The
drumming of bill on wood is unmistakable to the ear but as often with woodpeckers I could catch only
glimpses. Once, staying in an organic pink watermill in Little Salkeld, Cumbria, I heard a great spot
performing its drumming on the metal-capped tip of a railway telegraph pole. The rhythm was absolutely
familiar but the sound was alien and took some moments to place, so much stronger and sharper than the
normal drumming on wood. It rang out from the railway cutting, up through the wooded slope where we
walked, down across the valley of the River Eden. Wildlife was great down in that area. I once found a dipper
nest spot under a railway bridge on a tributary of the Eden, watched the adults bringing meat for their young,
heard the chicks frantically squeal as their meals arrived, glimpsed their downy heads and scrawny necks. At
the mill nuthatches were often on the kitchen window feeders, red squirrels too. Back to Balgay, where there
are also apparently red squirrels. After a few hours of exploring and sketching we were leaving the hill when a
jay surprised me as I went off-path on the heathy eastern slope. We ended with half an hour in a cosy
book-themed pub before I left to catch my train.
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surroundings a certain charm and distinction. It is this charm which renders the studying of these mountain dwellers a
pursuit of exceptional interest. Many difficulties are.

Crested tit Parus cristatus From a distance, this is quite a dull coloured tit with predominantly grey-green
upper parts, buff flanks and a white breast. The white cheeks and lack of wing barring identify it at this range.
More closely it has a very distinctive black and white c Dotterel Chardrius morinellus What to look out for A
member of the plover family, the dotterel breed in the uplands. Unusually females are more brightly coloured
than the males and it is the males who rear the chicks. Upper parts are predominantly grey in adult birds, the
breast is Red grouse Lagopus lagopus scoticus This is the most common grouse, a plump medium sized bird
with a short tail, rich chestnut brown plumage and white-feathered legs. Males can be identified by a red
eyebrow wattle which is very apparent when they call during the breeding season. Scottish crossbill Loxia
scotica This is a well-built finch with a large head and substantial beak with the distinctive crossed mandibles.
They are highly adapted to feeding on seeds taken from native Scots pine cones, breaking into the cones with
their strong beaks. They also feed on th Lapwing Vanellus vanellus At a distance the lapwing looks black and
white, on close inspection it has rich greens and shades of red on its back and wings, with an orange vent
under its tail. In flight, it looks all black from above and white with black wing ends from underneath When
seen more closely there are shades of dark blue on the throat and chest; green on the wings and brown on the
back; the tail h It has a restricted westerly distribution in the British Isles and because of its small population
siz Great spotted woodpecker Dendrocopos major About blackbird-sized and striking black-and-white. It has a
very distinctive bouncing flight and spends most of its time clinging to tree trunks and branches, often trying
to hide on the side away from the observer. Its presence is often announced by its Ptarmigan Lagopus mutus
The ptarmigan is a plump gamebird, slightly larger than a grey partridge. In summer, is a mixture of grey,
brown and black above with white bellies and wings. In winter, it becomes totally white except for its tail and
eye-patch, which remain black. Rook Corvus frugilegus Seen in flocks feeding on open ground on farmland,
this large bird is a member of the crow corvid family and appears black at a distance. When seen close up, it
has an area of light bare skin around the base of its beak and deep metallic blue tones t Males in summer have
all white heads and underparts contrasting with a black mantle and wing tips. Females are a more mottled
above.
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Originally 3 aspens had been planted, the southern one being felled by a gale, and replaced by one of its
suckers shoot from roots. The centre one was removed 7 years ago. It was decided to remove the remnant of
the latest victim, which should allow the roses to flourish. A team of volunteers has replaced the rotten planks
on the boardwalk, and helped tidy generally. They return in October to do pathwork. Again we had a
prolonged dry spell during the hot May, June and July, but the garden survives. This spring there were very
few spotted orchids in the oakwood. Hugh Edwards Autumn Bird Report The regional importance of
Corstorphine Hill as a nature reserve is particularly apparent in autumn, when many migratory birds visit to
feed upon invertebrates and wild fruits. The swifts departed for their African wintering grounds at the end of
the month, while the martins and swallows were still present into late September, usually on the east side of
the wooded escarpment. Other insectivorous passage migrants seen during early autumn included Redstart,
Willow Warbler and Meadow Pipit, while among visiting seed-eaters were Redpoll, Siskin and Crossbill.
Local Lothian birds also use it as a landmark, and recent sightings of non-residents have included Raven,
Curlew, Grey Heron, Oystercatcher and Cormorant. We believe that as the largest group of users of the Hill,
dog walkers, both private and professional, deserve a voice in FoCH. Rowan Muir has recently moved to live
on the Hill, and is also a dog walker. She has volunteered to set up Facebook pages for FoCH, and as
mentioned above, they seem to be having some effect on the numbers of visitors attending our events. I am a
four year old Basset Hound and I love my walks round Corstorphine Hill every morning with my naughty
sister Macy, my mum Gail and all my dog walking friends from Putting Dogs First. Love from Shirlie Basset
What you may not have seen on local news was the south side of Corstorphine Hill on fire, gorse burning
viciously, also an area of Easter Craiglockhart Hill and Blackford Hill suffered similar events. At least one
pair of Long-tailed Tits were burnt out in the main fire on the east side. When Spring finally arrived in
mid-April, migrants scrambled to catch up, and the likes of Blackcap, Willow Warbler, Swallow and Swift
were only a few days behind their usual schedules. The more disappointing news is that several recent
breeding species are absent this year: This picture reflects the pan-European trend, the catastrophic collapse of
farmland bird populations since the inception of the CAP. The steeplejacks began repairing the stonework.
The roof, staircase and windows will also be treated to prevent further deterioration. We are delighted to tell
you that the Tower will reopen to visitors on Sunday 13 May. It is on Sunday 6th May from 2 to 5pm.
Redcroft is a walled garden surrounding an Arts and Crafts villa which provides an unexpected haven off the
busy road. It is planted and maintained with shape and texture in mind. Acid soil and relative shelter allow a
wide range of plants to be grown. In early May there should be a fine display of colour from rhododendrons
and other flowering shrubs, trees in flower, and plenty of tulips and other bulbs, both in pots and in the garden.
In aid of the Church of the Good Shepherd, Murrayfield. Easy parking, buses 12, 26, 31, Contact Anna
Buxton annabuxtonb aol. Winter Bird Report With its rich biodiversity and wide range of habitats,
Corstorphine Hill is an important feeding site for birds in winter. Meanwhile, the open fields have attracted
four species of gulls: Finally, the thrush family. Icelandic Redwings arrived in October to feast upon the
plentiful fruits of holly, hawthorn and rowan. As supplies dwindled in January they moved into the woods to
forage in the leaf litter alongside their resident cousins: Blackbirds, and Song and Mistle Thrushes. For
pictures of many of these sightings, see the Friends of Corstorphine Hill wildlife photoblog at: It produces
countless millions of invertebrates and wild fruits, and is a vital feeding station for migratory birds. The Swifts
departed for Africa on 20th August, while the martins remained until 12th September. Summer visitors
enjoyed a successful breeding season on the Hill, and last records of these species were as follows: The piece
incorporates a fanfare written for Sir Walter Scott, to whom the Tower is dedicated, in the 19th century. It was
a beautiful atmospheric piece which resonated throughout the Tower all afternoon as the visitors were
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climbing up and down. Eleanor played the fanfare at the top of the tower at 4 pm to conclude the performance.
We had visitors that day, and many said how much they enjoyed the music. It was a great and novel event for
us and all our thanks go to John, Eleanor, and Emily, and the Cockburn Association for a memorable
afternoon. Locally scarce species such as Treecreeper, Long-tailed Tit, Goldcrest, Mistle Thrush, Jay and
Stock Dove have also prospered, and by the end of May had fledged their first broods; with Tawny Owl,
Sparrowhawk and Buzzard lagging just a few weeks behind. Dr Brian Moffat our resident botanist is also an
archaeologist and Director of excavations at Soutra Aisle, the remains of a Medieval Monastery and Hospital
on Soutra Hill, The annual Open days on the Site are 26th, 27th and 28th August at 2 pm each day. There is a
fascinating story to hear about the Monastery and its activities more than years ago. Winter Bird Report
Between November and February there were only 11 days of decidedly inclement weather, and only one when
the temperature failed to rise above zero. Such benign conditions were ideal for many visiting birds, especially
those from sub-arctic zones escaping frost and famine. Redwings and Fieldfares arrived in above-average
numbers to feed on holly and hawthorn, some 40 of the former remaining on the hill throughout, moving to
forage amongst the leaf litter in February. Ian Moore, Committee Member. Spring flowers almost in bloom,
indeed lesser celandine seen flowering in the middle of January! Even the nemesis that is salmonberry is
bursting into life earlier than expected. A new management plan has been completed for the site detailing the
reasons why and the policies that dictate the way the site will be managed for the next year period including a
work plan of activities. A public consultation has been held over the winter period with many encouraging and
supportive comments received. The plan will be formally adopted once comments have been absorbed. Areas
cleared this winter season and last will be spot treated with herbicide to control any re-growth. Dominant
stands of Himalayan balsam will also be treated in the same manner. Several groups of people have been
assisting us of late with a range of different tasks: The Friends of Corstorphine Hill as always have ensured the
Community Walled Garden is maintained to an excellent standard, further emphasised by the retention of the
Green Flag Community Award, the wider site retaining its Green Flag Award too.
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Loch Lomond camping issues Avoiding disturbance of birds For many species of bird, the crag is their home.
However, without care, climbers may inadvertently contravene parts of the law, particularly regarding rarer
birds such as peregrine falcons and eagles, which benefit from special protection. As users of the countryside
we should always strive to help protect it, and the wildlife in it, by acting responsibly and by helping to
prevent wildlife crime. Check out our latest bird nesting updates for Scottish crags How does the law affect
you? It is an offence to interfere with the nest of any wild bird, or obstruct a bird from using it, either
intentionally or recklessly. It is NOT an offence to disturb most birds, however it is important that climbers
follow some basic guidance in order to minimise disturbance to allow both birds and climbers to continue to
coexist, and make sure we are not breaking the law. Schedule 1 status makes it an offence to disturb these
birds while they are building a nest, are near a nest containing young, or dependent young even when they are
away from the nest , either deliberately or recklessly. Many Schedule 1 species are ground-nesting or
tree-nesting birds, but some are found on crags and sea cliffs. The Schedule 1 species that climbers most
commonly encounter on crags are the peregrine falcon and the golden eagle. Golden eagle chicks A little more
detail For Schedule 1 birds, it is also an offence to disturb dependent fledged young - young birds which have
moved away from the nest but are still dependent to some extent on their parents for food and protection. In
the case of the golden eagle and the white-tailed eagle, even interfering with an habitually-used nest site is an
offence Schedule A1. This applies even if the birds are not there. If arrested, police will also take your
climbing equipment as evidence at the trial, which of course can often take some time! It would be difficult to
do this, as each bird species is different, and individual birds can vary considerably in their behaviour and
tolerance. Usually what happens is a prosecution would call upon expert witnesses to testify that disturbance
occurred. Should you climb or not? Here is a little essential knowledge of some Schedule 1 bird behaviour to
allow climbers to judge what action to take. It is not definitive, but is a useful guide. Following the guidance
we offer on this page may help to show you were not being reckless in the event that you accidentally disturb
birds. Bird nesting season The timescales for bird nesting are usually within the period of early February to
end of July. For most birds the most sensitive period is when they have just laid eggs generally from late
February to early May. If repeatedly or continually kept off the nest then the eggs will cool and perish. The
risk of cooling is affected by ambient temperature, crag aspect, time of day, but even in the best conditions
protracted absence from the nest can be fatal. Another important period is when the young are newly hatched
rough guide, April or May. It is unlikely that parents will desert them after being briefly disturbed, but the
chicks do not have protective feathers yet and are prone to rapid cooling. Once chicks are a little older, then
disturbance becomes less damaging. Before you go Climbers visiting any crag in Scotland should make efforts
beforehand to find out if there are Schedule 1 birds in residence on the crag they intend to visit. If there are,
and there is an advice available for climbers to avoid that area for a specified length of time, then please be
prepared to change your plans accordingly. It may be that only some parts of the crag are affected, so other
routes can be climbed. The area of crag to avoid can vary depending upon various factors such the topography
of the crags, the positional relationship between route and nest, the species involved, the location of approach
routes and the tolerance of the individual birds at that site. Check out our latest bird nesting updates for
Scottish crags At the crag If you visit a crag not listed as having specific advice, but then notice bird nesting
activity, particularly for a Schedule 1 bird, then the guidance below will help you decide what to do. Your
choice of what to do will depend on a combination of the factors outlined below. As you walk into the crag
keep a look out for birds and note where they are flying from and to. Before starting the route, assess whether
there is a nesting site that is being used. The nest site of a peregrine falcon varies from a bare ledge with some
twigs to an obvious big collection of sticks, usually with some signs of excrement splashed on the rock below.
This can be confused sometimes with a simple roosting site. Eagles nests are huge, but can be set well back on
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ledges, so not immediately obvious. Peregrine falcons may well be calling as they fly. Try to notice where
they originate from or look more closely for a nest. Eagles tend not to be very vocal, so you may have to rely
on watching for flying activity. If you discover a nest Assess if your presence will be detrimental based on the
following factors: How far is the nest from the route? What is the topography of the crag - is your route
separated from the nest by a buttress? Is the crucial period of egg incubation past? Based on all these
observations, you may find that the birds settle down and climbing does not cause them to leave the nest. If the
birds continue to appear agitated, and are staying away from the nest: Find another climb further away, on
another part of the crag or indeed on another crag. If you have done all of the above and have proceeded
responsibly, only to then find a nest site on the route: Make every effort to complete the route as quickly as
possible, or retreat if this is the safer, faster option. Always exercise caution, and if in doubt avoid climbing
when, in your opinion, there may be a reasonable risk of disturbance. Humans and birds cohabit all over the
UK. Birds nest in very close proximity to constant human activity and can be described as being disturbed all
the time. They can become habituated to this. This is why many birds still nest on crags that are popular with
climbers. Obviously not all disturbance is a problem. Disturbance is any intentional or reckless incident that
results in a change in the natural behaviour of the bird. Some single disturbance incidents may be more
damaging than others but it should also be borne in mind that minor incidents may have a cumulative effect
which can be equally damaging. Most birds will act instinctively to protect their eggs and young when they
perceive a threat. Different species react in different ways. Peregrine falcon disturbance Will often react
initially to human presence by calling, often repeatedly and aggressively. May return to the nest when they
perceive there is no real threat fairly quickly, or only do so once you move to a distance acceptable to them.
Listen for a more aggressive tone. If the bird flies from the nest and stays away, then they have been disturbed
too much and it becomes detrimental to breeding success, and you should retreat to another position out of the
disturbance zone, which may mean around a buttress or away from the crag completely. Eagle disturbance
Much more prone to disturbance from a distance. Tend to simply fly off and sit quietly until the hazard has
left, so it can be very difficult to know if you are disturbing nest. Although their nests are huge they are
generally located on areas of more broken crag with ledges and can be very difficult to spot, even with
binoculars. Climbers need to be vigilant at all times, especially when walking in to the crag, and even when
late season winter climbing. How close is too close? The extent of a minimum tolerance zone around a nest
site will be dependent on how used to humans they are. If the crag is very popular then any nesting birds will
probably be more habituated to the presence of climbers. At crags in more remote areas, where there is little
climbing activity, and at eagle nest sites, the minimum tolerance zone will be more extensive. Ground-nesting
birds and walkers or campers Ground-nesting birds of all species will cope instinctively with the passage of
walkers in the same way they cope with potential predators. As long as walkers do not remain in the area of
the nest, but continue walking, the birds will either remain on the nest or will return quickly. If wild camping
in the Scottish mountains during the breeding season, before deciding on a pitch site, look for signs of nesting
birds. If there is a bird repeatedly displaying to attract your attention away, or an agitated bird trying to get to
its nest, then look for another pitch. Loch and river edges are prime habitat sites for many birds and as a
precaution these are best avoided as camp sites. This advice also helps maintain water hygiene. Ptarmigan
eggs in a nest Help prevent wildlife crime Hill walkers and climbers should report any suspected incidents of
wildlife crime to Police Scotland as soon as possible on for historical incidents or for ongoing incidents where
there is a risk to property or health. Take a note of the time and location of the incident and description of any
suspects. Do not approach suspects as you may put yourself at risk. The following link to PAW Scotland
contains a lot more information on wildlife crime including a section on bird crime, see http:
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The schoolroom on the right hand side of the photo was built as an annexe to the church in A map and sea
level view of St. Kilda and Soay in [36] Visiting ships in the 18th century brought cholera and smallpox. This
figure remained fairly constant from the 18th century until , when 36 islanders emigrated to Australia on board
the Priscilla, a loss from which the island never fully recovered. This changed when Rev. John MacDonald ,
the "Apostle of the North", arrived in He set about his mission with zeal, preaching 13 lengthy sermons
during his first 11 days. He returned regularly and raised funds on behalf of the St Kildans, although privately
he was appalled by their lack of religious knowledge. The islanders took to him with enthusiasm and wept
when he left for the last time eight years later. His successor, who arrived on 3 July , was Rev. Neil
Mackenzie, a resident Church of Scotland minister who greatly improved the conditions of the inhabitants. He
reorganised island agriculture, was instrumental in the rebuilding of the village see below and supervised the
building of a new church and manse. With help from the Gaelic School Society, MacKenzie and his wife
introduced formal education to Hirta, beginning a daily school to teach reading, writing and arithmetic and a
Sunday school for religious education. Despite their fondness for Mackenzie, who stayed in the Church of
Scotland, the St Kildans "came out" in favour of the new Free Church during the Disruption. Mackay, the new
Free Church minister, placed an uncommon emphasis on religious observance. He introduced a routine of
three two-to-three-hour services on Sunday at which attendance was effectively compulsory. One visitor noted
in that: At the clink of the bell the whole flock hurry to Church with sorrowful looks and eyes bent upon the
ground. It is considered sinful to look to the right or to the left. Old ladies and children who made noise in
church were lectured at length and warned of dire punishments in the afterworld. During a period of food
shortages on the island, a relief vessel arrived on a Saturday, but the minister said that the islanders had to
spend the day preparing for church on the Sabbath, and it was Monday before supplies were landed. Children
were forbidden to play games and required to carry a Bible wherever they went. Mackay remained minister on
St Kilda for 24 years. Most modern commentators feel that the predominant theme of life on St Kilda was
isolation. When Martin Martin visited the islands in , [16] the only means of making the journey was by open
boat, which could take several days and nights of rowing and sailing across the ocean and was next to
impossible in autumn and winter. According to a St Kilda diarist writing in , vicious storms could be expected
at any time between September and March. An expedition was launched, and in due course British soldiers
were ferried ashore to Hirta. They found a deserted village, as the St Kildans, fearing pirates, had fled to caves
to the west. When the St Kildans were persuaded to come down, the soldiers discovered that the isolated
natives knew nothing of the prince and had never heard of King George II either. This was the invention of
John Sands , who visited in During his stay, a shipwreck left nine Austrian sailors marooned there, and by
February supplies were running low. Sands attached a message to a lifebuoy salvaged from the Peti
Dubrovacki and threw it into the sea. The St Kildans, building on this idea, would fashion a piece of wood into
the shape of a boat, attach it to a bladder made of sheepskin, and place in it a small bottle or tin containing a
message. Launched when the wind came from the north-west, two-thirds of the messages were later found on
the west coast of Scotland or, less conveniently, in Norway. The islanders kept sheep and a few cattle and
were able to grow a limited amount of food crops such as barley and potatoes on the better-drained land in
Village Bay; in many ways the islands can be seen as a large mixed farm. These they harvested as eggs and
young birds and ate both fresh and cured. Adult puffins were also caught by the use of fowling rods. When
Henry Brougham visited in he noted that "the air is infected by a stench almost insupportable â€” a compound
of rotten fish, filth of all sorts and stinking seafowl". The building is between 1, and 2, years old, which
suggests that the St Kildan diet had changed little over the millennia. Indeed, the tools were recognised by the
St Kildans, who could put names to them as similar devices were still in use. Young men of the island had to
undertake a ritual there to prove themselves on the crags and worthy of taking a wife. Seabirds were the
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mainstay of the St Kildan diet. Another important aspect of St Kildan life was the daily "parliament". No one
led the meeting, and all men had the right to speak. According to Steel , "Discussion frequently spread discord,
but never in recorded history were feuds so bitter as to bring about a permanent division in the community".
Martin noted in that the citizens seemed "happier than the generality of mankind as being almost the only
people in the world who feel the sweetness of true liberty", [16] and in the 19th century their health and well
being was contrasted favourably with conditions elsewhere in the Hebrides. The children all now learned
English and their native Gaelic. Improved midwifery skills, denied to the island by John Mackay, reduced the
problems of childhood tetanus. From the s, trawlers fishing the north Atlantic made regular visits, bringing
additional trade. In a belated response, the German submarine SM U [62] arrived in Village Bay on the
morning of 15 May and, after issuing a warning, started shelling the island. Seventy-two shells were fired, and
the wireless station was destroyed. The manse, church, and jetty storehouse were damaged, but there was no
loss of life. He only wanted Admiralty property. One lamb was killed Of greater long-term significance to the
islanders were the introduction of regular contact with the outside world and the slow development of a
money-based economy. This made life easier for the St Kildans but also made them less self-reliant. Both
were factors in the evacuation of the island little more than a decade later. The changes made to the island by
visitors in the nineteenth century disconnected the islanders from the way of life that had allowed their
forebears to survive in this unique environment. Investigations by the University of Aberdeen into the soil
where crops had been grown have shown that there had been contamination by lead and other pollutants,
caused by the use of seabird carcasses and peat ash in the manure used on the fields. This occurred over a
lengthy period of time, as manuring practices became more intensive, and may have been a factor in the
evacuation. She later died in hospital. For many years it was assumed that she had died of appendicitis, but her
son Norman John Gillies discovered in that she had in fact died of pneumonia, having given birth to a
daughter who also died. The morning of the evacuation promised a perfect day. The sun rose out of a calm and
sparkling sea and warmed the impassive cliffs of Oiseval. The sky was hopelessly blue and the sight of Hirta,
green and pleasant as the island of so many careless dreams, made parting all the more difficult. Although
exhausted by the strain and hard work of the last few days, they were reported to have stayed cheerful
throughout the operation. But as the long antler of Dun fell back onto the horizon and the familiar outline of
the island grew faint, the severing of an ancient tie became a reality and the St Kildans gave way to tears. For
the next 26 years they saw few people, save for the occasional summer visitors or a returning St Kildan family.
A small plaque in the church is dedicated to those who died in this accident. Not until was any formal attempt
made to investigate the wreck, and its identity has not been absolutely determined. Amongst the wreckage, a
Royal Canadian Air Force cap badge was discovered, which suggests it may have been HX of 7 OTU which
went missing on a navigation exercise on 28 September Thus in St Kilda became permanently inhabited once
again. A variety of military buildings and masts have since been erected, including a canteen which is not
open to the public , the Puff Inn. Large sheepfolds lie inland from the existing village at.
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Scots pine forest, Deeside Scotland enjoys a diversity of temperate environments, incorporating deciduous and
coniferous woodlands , and moorland , montane , estuarine , freshwater , oceanic , and tundra landscapes.
There are more than 30, freshwater lochs and 6, river systems. Twenty-four of the SACs are marine sites, and
a further nine are coastal with marine and non-marine elements. However, the opening of the English Channel
as sea levels rose prevented further migrations, so mainland Britain has only two-thirds of the species that
reached Scandinavia. Kilda field mouse , Apodemus sylvaticus hirtensi, is an endemic subspecies of the wood
mouse that reaches twice the size of its mainland cousins, [25] and the Orkney vole or cuttick, Microtus
arvalis orcadensis found only in the Orkney archipelago, is a sub-species of the common vole. It may have
been introduced by early settlers about 4, years ago. Two species, the grey seal and harbour or common seal ,
are present around the coast of Scotland in internationally important numbers. The St Kilda mouse and Orkney
vole see above are endemic, but otherwise population distributions are similar to the rest of mainland Britain.
Recent steps by Scottish Natural Heritage , the Scottish Executive and the Royal Society for the Protection of
Birds to remove European hedgehogs from the Outer Hebrides , [42] where their introduction has caused
declines in internationally important breeding populations of wading seabird such as dunlin , ringed plover and
redshank , has caused considerable controversy, and hedgehog culls were halted in The programme has
reduced this population; only two individuals were caught in The mountain hare is the only native member of
the hare family and is the dominant species throughout most of upland Scotland. The European hare and
European rabbit are both present, the latter having been brought to Britain by the Romans [46] but not
becoming widespread in Scotland until the 19th century. Very much a hill-dwelling species in Scotland and so
typically smaller in stature than its European forest-loving cousins , it is generally replaced by roe deer in
lower-lying land. It has isolated populations of feral goats Capra hircus and feral sheep Ovis aries , [24] such
as the herd of 1, Soay sheep on St Kilda. As recent dramatic television coverage indicated, [57] this species
preys on harbour porpoises ; a third of the porpoise carcasses examined by pathologists from to indicated that
death resulted from dolphin attacks. In response, the government have placed seismic surveys "on hold"
during pending further research. It became extinct in , just eight years after the evacuation of the native St
Kildans. The species was found in the Highlands until the 15th century, and although the then Scottish
Government initially rejected the idea, a trial commenced in May in Knapdale. Although it was initially
planned to remove these unofficially reintroduced beavers, in March the Scottish Government reversed the
decision to remove beavers from the Tay, pending the outcome of studies into the suitability of
re-introduction. Beavers will be allowed to extend their range naturally from Knapdale and along the River
Tay, however to aid this process and improve the health and resilience of the population a further 28 beavers
will be released in Knapdale between and Various other schemes are under consideration. For example, the
owner of the Alladale estate north of Inverness has expressed a desire to reintroduce wolves as part of a
wilderness reserve, the first of its kind in Britain. Modern humans have done great damage to bird species,
especially the raptors, but natural variations in populations are complex. For example, northern fulmars were
present at Skara Brae during the Neolithic period, but in medieval times their breeding range was restricted to
St Kilda. A total of species have been assessed and each placed onto one of three lists, red, amber or green,
indicating the level of concern for their future. Forty species are red-listed, are amber-listed and 86 are
green-listed. It is also slightly larger, has a longer beak, a drabber though more varied colouring, and a
"peculiarly sweet and soft" song. The subspecies was recognised in and was protected by a special Act of
Parliament in to prevent its destruction "at the hands of ornithologists, egg-collectors, taxidermists and
tourists". Reintroduced to Scotland from Norway after an absence of 60 years. The bird spread successfully to
various neighbouring islands, and 30 pairs were established by Despite fears expressed by local farmers, the
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds RSPB are in process of releasing up to young eagles on the east coast
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in the Forth and Tay estuaries. In they had bred at the ruined Loch an Eilean castle near Aviemore and at Loch
Arkaig until In they claimed a new site at Loch Garten. Numbers more than trebled between and
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